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ABSTRACT
considered the 6 different structural
In the studies of Korean character
recognition, the classification of characters by
their structural types has been the most
common approach; Korean characters have 6
different structural types and are written with
24 letters of the Korean alphabet in rectangular
shapes.
Because
of
this
structural
characteristic of Korean characters, most
conventional approaches first classify the
structural types of the Korean characters.
When the structural types are classified, the
component letters are separated. However.
with various fonts and sizes, the component
letters are often closely connected; and so they
are hard to separate and to classify. In this
paper, we propose a new approach which i s not
based on the conventional method of separation
of component letters from structural types to
recognize printed Korean characters. T h e new
approach is based or! a hier~rchical neural
network system consisting of ART(Adaptive
Resonance Theory) neural networks and uses
diverse features of Korean characters which
can be classified irrespective of various fonts
and sizes.

Introduction
Approaches which have been used f o r
Korean character recognition are
using
structural,
statistical
and
neural
approachesrl-41. In particular, in areas such
as
character recognition,
where
the
application of mathematical analysis is
difficult, neural approaches have been
effective through learning processes. There
are two approaches to constructing input for
character recognition. One uses the whole
image of
a character. T h e other one
extracts features that best represent a
character. Both of these approaches have
disadvantages. T h e first approach requires a
lot of computations, whereas the second one
requires to have a good selection of
features that best describe a character; the
effectiveness
of
character
recognition
d e ~ e n d s on the features that have been
seiected.
In the Korean alphabet, there are 24
letters of which 14 are consonants and 10
are vowels. It is possible to construct
11,172 characters with the letters of the
alphabet, but 1300 characters are currently
being used. Most conventional approaches to

have
t-m
- s
of
Korean
charactersr5l.
When
the
structural
types
were
realized,
the
component letters were separated for
character
recognition.
However,
the
separation of component letters was not
always an easy task; with various fonts and
sizes, some component letters were closely
connected to each other; and so they are
hard to separate and to classify. IIence,
such approaches did not always have good
performance.
There are other approaches to Korean
character recognition. Instead of separating
component letters, i t uses a whole character
a s a unit for character recognition. In this
approach,
it
uses
a
hierarchical
classification to reduce the searching space.
T h e first stage classifies characters having
similar features and other stages following
after that classify each different group of
characters.
In this paper, we propose a new approach
that uses an ART based neural network
hierarchy which consists of 2 A R T l
modules. In Stage 1, we have classified
characters with similar features in order to
reduce the searching space for the next
stage. Since any error that may occur in
Stage 1, would bring about a poor overall
classification rate. We have extracted a
feature vector which i s invariant with
respect to various fonts and sizes. These
feature vectors are used a s input to ARTl
module.
Then Stage 2 classifies characters using
each group of clusters with similar
structural features. T h e clusters will have a
horizontal or vertical vowel or a hole in
common. These common features are
removed included in every character within
each cluster and four directional features
that are bigger than a certain threshold
value are extracted from the normalized
input data to construct another set of
feature vectors. These feature vectors are
used a s input to ARTl module for detailed
classification.

ART for the Character Recognition
W e have used an A R T l neural network
system which is proposed by Grossberg for
unsupervised Iearningl61171. ARTl neural
network based on the chemical synapse

model i s capable of self-organizing and
self-stabilizing its recognition codes in
response to many binary input patterns of
variable complexity in real time. I t directly
accesses the recognition codes that can
represent most of the binary input patterns
after self-stabilizing.
Moreover, ~t has
overcome the Stability-l'lasticity Dilemma
which other neural network models tried to
solve. It has proposed the solution to
learning which should not forget what has
been learned previously and can adjust to
new situations without any supervision. It
has been applied to the fields of character
reco nition where binary image inputs are
used$81191
T h e f o ~ ~ d w i ndiagram
g
of Figure 1 shows
the operation of an ART based neural
network hierarchy.
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data for Stage 2 of our hierarchical Korean
character recognition system. The overview
of the ART-based neural network hierarchy
is shown in the following diagram of r*'Ig ure
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Figure 2. T h e overview of ART based
neural network hierarchy
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Fig.1 Operation of
network hierarchy

an ART based neural

ART^-Rased Neural Network Hierarchy
We have incornorated two stages in our
hierarchial character recognition system for
effective classification of Korean characters.
Each stage consists of an ART1 neural
network system. T h e following describes
our ART-based neural hierarchy. We first
have removed nolse from the input data and
normalized i t to a 40x40 matrix. Then we
have extracted features that are relevant for
classifying characters. Then we have used
these features a s input to Stage 1 and
classified characters with similar features.
For characters in each cluster created from
Stage 1, we have removed features that are
in common and extracted 4 directional
features. These features are used a s input

The
following
describes
how
we
approached the feature extraction. First, we
modified the strokes to the same thickness
by taking the size of the characters into
consideration and normalized the size of the
characters to 40x40 matrices[lO]. Then, a
character i s scanned horizontally, vertically
and diagonally from left to right and vice
versa. T h e features which we call
directional features from here onwards, ate
extracted from scanning and represent the
strokes parallel to the lines of scanning.
Strokes whose length are longer than a
multiple value of certain thickness are
extracted and represented
by
matrix
notation. Then overlapping these features
removes the noise and determines the 4
directional features. 'I'hese matrices are
surrinied and normalized to a 10x10 matrix.
In hierarchical classification approaches,
error in Stage 1 would lower the efficiency
of overall recognition rate. IIence, it is
important to select
invariant features
independent of various fonts and sizes.
Korean characters are constructed with
consonants and vowels of Korean alphabet.
Korean characters are also constructed in
rectangular shapes such that vowels are
placed vertically in the rightmost part or
horizontally in the middle or in the bottom.
Hence, the
knowledge of
position of
vowels can be used to s e t up regions to
extract features from the normalized 40x40

matrix. By setting up the variable regions
and using the 4 directional features, it is
possible to extract structural features such
a s a vertical or horizontal vowel or a hole.
These features are invariant and are
independent of various fonts and sizes. T h e
following diagram of Figure 3 shows the
variable regions which have been set up to
extract similar structural features.
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Fig. 3 Variable regions to extract features

Iiough classification results

Stage 1 : Rough Classification
T h e rough classification in Stage 1 i s
required to reduce the searching space for
the following stage. IIence, it first classifies
the characters by similar features. In the
process
of
feature
extraction,
we
constructed feature vectors and input to
AIiTl module and consequently obtained 17
categories of characters having similar
features using 500 mostly used Korean
characters printed in roman and gothic
fonts.
In ARTl neural network, the vigilance
parameter p can be a value between 0 and 1
depending on the measure of similarity
between
the input pattern
and
the
categorized template. Hence, it is important
to select the optimal value for the vigilance
parameter when using an ARTl neural
network for character recognition.
T o select the optimal value of vigilance
parameter for Stage 1, we changed the
value of vigilance each time we executed
the learning phase using the feature
vectors. Figure 4 shows the changes in the
number of. categories with respect to the
changes
in
the values
of
vigilance
parameter. From this figure, we can observe
that when w e use values larger than 0.8,
we do not see any changes in the number
of categories. Hence, we have chosen 0.8 to
be the optimal value we can use for the
vigilance parameter. Table 1 shows the
result of classifying from Stage 1 by
feature vectors using 500 mostly used
Korean characters printed in roman and

Table 1. Rough classification results
in Stage 1

Stage 2 : Details Classification
In Stage 1 , w e classify the characters in
each category. They have common features
such a s a horizontal or vertical vowel or a
hole. These features are not needed in this
stage a s they have used in the previous
stage to create categories
of similar
features. Hence, they are removed from the
input image. From the remaining binary

patterns, w e have extracted 4 directional
features which a r e bigger than a certain
threshold value and constructed a new set
of structural feature vectors of size 10x10
for S t a g e 2. Then these feature vectors a r e
used a s input to ARTl module in S t a g e 2.

Experimental Results
We have verified t h e new approach to
printed Korean character recognition. During
learning phase in S t a g e 1 for rough
classification, we have used two different
sizes of 500 Korean characters printed in
roman and gothic fonts. During the
execution phase, w e have used 3 different
fonts in t w o different sizes which a r e not
used in t h e learning phases. T h e learning
phase h a s produced 17 categories when 0.8
w a s selected for the vigilance parameter.
Each category h a s 29 characters on
average. I-Iowever w e have detected errors
T h e occurrence of
with characters like "9".
errors can b e explained by differences of
features in fonts. T h e correct classification
r a t e s in S t a g e 1 are 99% on average using
different data. Hence, w e can see that the
new approach is efficient. Table 2 shows
the
result
of
executing
the
rough
classification and details classification using
different data. However, the recognition
rates of the new approach would be 96%
since w e need to multiply performance rates
of
each
stage
for
a
hierarchical
classification. Hence, w e can see that the
new approach i s efficient and can used in
application fields of Korean character
recognition.
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Table 2. T h e experimental results of
classification

Conclusions
Korean characters, unlike English letters,
a r e composed of consonants and vowels and
set for
character
have
large
data
recognition. They also have a lot of
characters which a r e similar in shape. Most
approaches to Korean character recognition
have separated the component letters of
Korean characters and have classified these
letters. T h e s e approaches have difficulties
of separating the component letters and

have decreased the overall recognition rates.
In this paper, w e have proposed a new
approach to overcome the disadvantages of
using the conventional approaches. T h e new
approach classifies the Korean characters
not by their component letters but by
whole characters. It uses an A R T based
neural network hierarchy. T o minimize the
error
in
categorization
of
Korean
characters, w e have s e t u p variable regions
based on the knowledge of different vowel
positions. Then w e have extracted features
which a r e invariant with respect to various
fonts and sizes. These features a r e selected
a s training data for an ARTl neural
network.
First, the training data i s
classified by features. Then i t i s again
classified details in each category. We
have used t w o different fonts and sizes for
the learning phase of the system; and three
different fonts in two different sizes for the
executing phase. Based upon the results
from the executing phase of system, we
conclude that the new approach i s much
more efficient than the approaches where
classification
of
characters
by
their
component letters i s used.
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